Advanced age has been traditionally associated with worse traumatic brain injury (TBI) outcomes. Although prompt neurosurgical intervention (NSI, craniotomy or craniectomy) may be life-saving in the older trauma patient, it does not guarantee survival and/or return to preinjury functional status. The aim of this study was to determine whether a simple score, based entirely on the initial cranial computed tomography (CCT) is predictive of the need for NSI and key outcome measures (e.g., morbidity and mortality) in the older (age 45+ years) TBI patient subset. We hypothesized that increasing number of categorical CCT findings is independently associated with NSI, morbidity, and mortality in older patients with severe TBI.
INTRODUCTION
In the United States, trauma is among the leading causes of death in all age groups, [1] with traumatic brain injury (TBI) prominently contributing to both mortality and disability. [2] Advanced age has been traditionally associated with worse TBI outcomes. Current prognostication methods for patients with TBI are limited, relying largely on a combination of clinical (Glasgow Coma Scale [GCS]), anatomic (Abbreviated Injury Score Head [AISh]), [3] and radiographic (cranial computed tomography [CCT]) criteria. [4] It is well known that age is an important modulator of TBI-related mortality prediction at any given level of GCS and AISh. [5, 6] There are many variables that place the older trauma patient at higher risk for TBI. These factors include increased risk for falls, gait imbalance, visual impairment, and polypharmacy. [7] [8] [9] Moreover, prolonged clinical recovery may be related to various comorbidities, including cardiovascular and neurodegenerative diseases with variable clinical baselines, as well as the use of anticoagulant and/or antiplatelet therapies. [10, 11] There are several TBI classification systems. The GCS alone has limitations and does not take into account important factors such as cranial imaging, duration of loss of consciousness, or posttraumatic amnesia. [12] [13] [14] Despite a substantial body of knowledge, much remains to be learned regarding the multifactorial interplay between patient characteristics, TBI severity, and clinical outcomes.
Existing research shows that although both GCS and AISh predict mortality associated with TBI, these two scores do not necessarily correlate well. [5, 15] This, in turn, suggests that additional information may be required to better explain inconsistencies between these two assessment paradigms. Although information used to estimate AISh is most frequently derived from the initial CCT, an important level of specificity may be lost as findings are assigned into predefined AISh categories. [16] Because current predictors of neurosurgical intervention (NSI) are ill-defined, it has been proposed that more detailed information based on computed tomography (CT) imaging may provide added value in this context. [4, 17, 18] The importance of imaging impacts surgical planning by providing anatomic direction and navigation information, determining extracranial sites to help determine the location of incision, and guiding placement of burr holes or other instrumentation when necessary. [19] In the acute setting, CT imaging findings can provide important prognostic information, thereby directing the aggressiveness of surgical versus medical management. [20] [21] [22] Evidence shows that specific findings on CCT are strongly associated with poor outcomes, both before [4] and after [23] NSI (craniotomy or craniectomy).
Although prompt NSI may be life-saving in the older trauma patient, it does not guarantee survival and/or return to preinjury functioning levels. The aim of this study was to determine whether a simple score, called CCT scoring tool (CCTST) and based entirely on the initial CCT, is predictive of the need for NSI, in-hospital morbidity, all-cause mortality, and other outcomes in older (age 45+ years) patients with severe TBI. We hypothesized that increasing number of discrete CCT findings may be independently associated with need for NSI, morbidity, and mortality in the above-defined population subset.
METHODS
Following IRB approval, a retrospective study of patients 45 years and older was performed using single 25.1 ± 8.68, and mean AISh/GCS of 4.63/10.9). CCTST was the only variable independently associated with NSI (AOR 1.23, 95% CI 1.06-1.42) and was inversely proportional to initial GCS and functional outcome scores on discharge. Increasing CCTST was associated with greater mortality, morbidity, HLOS, SDLOS, ICULOS, and ventilator days. On multivariate analysis, factors independently associated with mortality included AISh (AOR 2.70, 95% CI 1.21-6.00), initial GCS (AOR 1.14, 1.07-1.22), and CCTST (AOR 1.31, 1.09-1.58). Variables independently associated with in-hospital morbidity included CCTST (AOR 1.16, 1.02-1.34), GCS (AOR 1.05, 1.01-1.09), and NSI (AOR 2.62, 1.69-4.06). Multivariate models incorporating factors independently associated with each respective outcome displayed good overall predictive characteristics for mortality (AUC 0.787) and in-hospital morbidity (AUC 0.651). Finally, modified CCTST demonstrated good overall predictive ability for NSI (AUC 0.755).
institution registry data from our Level 1 Regional Trauma Center between June 2003 and December 2013. Abstracted data included patient demographics (age, gender); Injury Severity Score (ISS); AISh; brain injury characteristics on initial CCT; GCS; Intensive Care Unit (ICU) length of stay (LOS), hospital (HLOS), and step-down LOS (SDLOS); in-hospital morbidity; all-cause 30-day mortality; Functional Independence Measure (FIM™) score at discharge; as well as discharge disposition (home versus non-home destination). For the purposes of this study, in-hospital morbidity was classified as the presence any complication recorded in the trauma registry during the hospitalization period for each respective patient.
A novel CCT Scoring Tool (CCTST, scored from 1 to 8+) was devised by our research group for patients with TBI. Based on a combination of previously published information on anatomic, clinical, and imaging predictive factors, [4, [24] [25] [26] it was determined that within the CCTST paradigm, one point will be given for each of the following findings: Subdural hematoma, epidural hematoma, subarachnoid hemorrhage, intraventricular hemorrhage, cerebral contusion/intraparenchymal hemorrhage, skull fracture, brain edema/herniation, midline shift, and external (skin/face) trauma. A detailed listing of CCTST subcomponents is provided in Table 1 . Of note, no duplications for >1 item in each category were allowed (e.g., a patient with bilateral subdural hematomas would only receive 1 point for the presence of "subdural hematoma"). With the knowledge that a small number of patients with significant "bilateral" findings could have their injury magnitude underestimated, this determination was intended to reduce potential biases related to the large number of patients with bilateral lesions of "little to no clinical significance" (e.g., bilateral cerebral contusions or small bilateral subarachnoid hemorrhages). Finally, the determination to use an eight-point system was based on the sample size of each CCTST stratum, with minimal acceptable number of patients per group set at ten. Because of small subgroup sizes for scores >8, a single CCTST sub-group of "8+" was formed. This paradigm can, however, be extended further if sufficient number of patients at specific level of CCTST is present (e.g., at least ten patients with a score of nine could extend the current system).
To help determine factors associated with the need for NSI, a control group of patients who did not undergo NSI but had known TBI based on their initial workup was matched with patients who underwent NSI. Matching criteria were as follows: (a) presentation within 6 months for each case-control pair, (b) gender, (c) age within 5 years for each case-control pair, and (d) ISS within three points for each matched pair. Of note, no matching was performed for either GCS or AISh.
Descriptive statistics and univariate analyses were subsequently conducted with all-cause 30-day mortality and in-hospital morbidity as primary end-points for the combined (NSI and non-NSI) cohort. Secondary end-points for the combined (NSI and non-NSI) group included HLOS, SDLOS, ICULOS, ventilator days, functional status (FIM™) at discharge, and postdischarge destination. Primary inter-group (NSI versus non-NSI) comparison involved the determination of clinical factors associated with the need for NSI. Variables achieving statistical significance of P < 0.20 were subsequently included in multivariate logistic regression for all three key study endpoints (all-cause mortality, in-hospital morbidity, and need for NSI). Potential clinical utility determination and predictive model optimization were performed using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves to determine the corresponding area under the curve (AUC) for all-cause 30-day mortality, in-hospital morbidity, and NSI. Statistical significance was set at α = 0.05. Unless otherwise specified, all data are presented as either percentages, mean ± standard deviation, or adjusted odds ratios (AORs) with 95% confidence intervals (95% CIs).
RESULTS
A total of 620 patients with TBI were included in the current analysis. Within the combined group, there were 310 patients who underwent NSI and 310 age-and ISS-matched non-NSI controls. Average patient age was 72.8 ± 13.4 years. The majority of patients (64.1%) were male, and the vast majority (98.7%) sustained blunt trauma, with mean ISS of 25.1 ± 8.68 (median 26, interquartile range [IQR] 10-36). In terms of TBI characteristics, the mean AISh was 4.63 ± 1.17 (median 5, IQR 4-5) and the initial mean GCS was 10.9 ± 5.07 (median 14, IQR 5-15). This was indicative of severe overall degree of brain injury in this sample. The corresponding mean CCTST was 3.64 ± 1.74 (median 3, IQR 2-6). For the combined (NSI and non-NSI) sample, the CCTST was inversely proportional to initial GCS and directly proportional to both ISS and AISh [ Figure 1 ]. Increasing CCTST was associated with greater mortality, in-hospital Categorical listing of CCTST subcomponents as utilized in the current study. Each distinct finding received one point. No duplications were awarded to multiple findings in the same category (e.g., bilateral subdural hematoma received only 1 point). CCTST: Cranial computed tomography scoring tool morbidity, and ventilator days [ Table 2 ]. In addition, higher CCTST scores were inversely proportional to patient FIM™ scores on discharge, and the percentage of patients discharged to home [ Table 2 ]. Finally, increasing CCTST was associated with longer intensive care, step-down, and hospital stays [ Figure 2 ]. model incorporated four components (AISh, CCTST, GCS, and NSI) and outperformed any of its subcomponents in terms of mortality prediction (AUC for the combined model was 0.651 compared to 0.579 for NSI, 0.595 for GCS, 0.607 for CCTST, and 0.553 for AISh) [ Figure 4 ].
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CCT findings differed significantly between NSI and non-NSI groups [ Table 3 ]. As shown, subdural hematomas, midline shift, brain edema, and epidural hematoma were significantly more common in the NSI group. At the same time, external trauma, subarachnoid blood, cerebral contusion, skull fracture, and intraventricular bleeding were more commonly seen in the non-NSI group. These differences in TBI characteristics between NSI and non-NSI groups were utilized during the subsequent process of designing a clinically relevant, modified CCTST model geared specifically toward predicting NSI. When evaluating the ability of CCTST to predict the need for NSI, we found that the AUC for CCTST in its original format was only 0.521 (not shown). Further evaluation of specific subcomponents of CCTST demonstrated that modification of the original score to include a smaller subset of "neurosurgically specific" CCT findings -subdural hematoma, epidural hematoma, Percentages of patients with specific CCT findings in each corresponding group. Differences between the two groups were statistically significant (χ 2 test, P<0.05). NSI: Neurosurgical intervention, CCT: Cranial computed tomography Figure 3 : Graphical representation of receiver operating characteristic curves, with the corresponding areas under the curve for key variables -alone or in combination -for mortality as the primary end-point. All results were statistically significant (P < 0.01) brain edema, and presence of midline shift -resulted in greatly improved ability to predict the need for NSI [AUC 0.755, Figure 4 ].
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DISCUSSION
TBI continues to be one of the leading causes of death among older injured patients. Despite its admittedly preliminary nature, the current study strongly suggests that CCTST adds substantial level of granularity to the prevailing GCS-AISh paradigm. CCTST appears helpful in estimating 30-day mortality, in-hospital morbidity, and may be useful in determining the need for NSI. Our data demonstrate that predictive models incorporating all three variables (CCTST, GCS, and AISh) produced the best results for both mortality and morbidity, and that modified CCTST was the most optimal predictor of NSI.
A number of previous attempts have been made at designing and implementing classification and risk stratification schemes for moderate to severe TBI, with many such paradigms taking into consideration a combination of GCS, AISh, and CCT imaging characteristics. [24] [25] [26] There is also evidence showing that CCT findings may correlate with important clinical factors even in the setting of mild (GCS 13-15) TBI. [27, 28] According to Lingsma et al., the prognostic value of "CT characteristics" in the context of global TBI assessment seems to be second only to "clinical severity" in terms of overall predictive contribution. [26] Finally, it is well established that extracranial head trauma is strongly associated with intracranial injuries, [29] supporting the use of anatomic scoring systems such as AISh in the setting of TBI.
Although all three neurologic trauma scores examined in our study correlated with 30-day mortality and in-hospital morbidity, only the CCTST was independently associated with NSI. This is not surprising, especially when one considers that high-resolution CCT has long been the foundation of prompt identification of life-threatening neurological injuries that require surgical therapy. [30] For example, one prospective multicenter study demonstrated that CCT findings most strongly associated with elevated intracranial pressure and mortality in TBI included midline shift, compression or obliteration of mesencephalic cisterns, and the presence of subarachnoid blood. [31] Parenchymal cerebral displacement across dural surface, with resultant pressure on nearby vascular structures, accounts for most posttraumatic infarction syndromes.
The two most common infarction areas include the occipital lobe region (due to compression of the posterior cerebral artery against the tentorial incisura by the herniating temporal lobe) and the frontal lobe region (due to anterior cerebral artery occlusion from cingulate gyrus herniation against the falx cerebri). Frank global herniation and severe cerebral edema can occur with infarction in the middle cerebral artery territories. [32] [33] [34] Fearnside et al. [25] reported that CCT findings most predictive of TBI outcomes included subarachnoid blood, intracerebral hematoma, and brain contusion. Moreover, the determination that trauma-associated hypoxia and/or hypotension are associated with diffuse hemispheric swelling on CCT lends further credence to the prognostic utility of advanced brain imaging, regardless of primary or secondary nature of the neurologic insult. [31] Our analysis demonstrated that subdural hematomas, midline shift, brain edema, and epidural hematoma were all significantly more common in the NSI group. At the same time, external trauma, subarachnoid blood, cerebral contusion, skull fracture, pneumocephalus, and intraventricular blood were more commonly seen in the non-NSI group. In terms of outcome prognostication, it has been suggested that anatomic injury assessment (e.g., AISh) may slightly outperform GCS as a predictor. [3] It is therefore not surprising that CCTST, an inherently "anatomic" measure of TBI, correlated well with the functional outcome measures in the current series. The strong relationship between CCTST, lengths of stay, discharge destination, and functional status on discharge supports the utility of this novel score as a valuable clinical prognostic tool, with implications beyond mortality, morbidity, and NSI. The importance of CCT in prognostication of TBI outcomes is not new, with Lobato et al., reporting in the early 1980s that patients with a diffuse brain injury pattern on imaging had worse outcomes than those with more focal or isolated findings. [35] Effacement of the surface sulci and basilar subarachnoid spaces is one of the earliest and most consistent neuroradiological signs of diffuse cerebral swelling. Classically, there is the appearance of decreased attenuation in a homogeneous fashion on CCT, with concurrent loss of the "gray-white" matter differentiation and the presence of generalized cerebral edema. [33] In another study, the Marshall CT classification (based on the appearance of basal cisterns, midline shift, traumatic subarachnoid or intraventricular hemorrhage, and the presence of different types of mass lesions) correlated well with 6-month mortality for a large cohort of TBI patients. [4] Based on these studies, the clinical utility of CCTST can therefore be attributable, at least in part, to the overall "quantity" of discrete traumatic brain lesions. For mortality, CCTST appears to perform similarly to the Marshall CT classification in terms of its discriminative characteristics (AUC 0.67 for unmodified Marshall CT score versus AUC 0.69 for unmodified CCTST). [4] The appeal of CCTST is that it employs a much simpler methodology, provides higher granularity (8+ vs. 6 maximum possible points), and requires significantly less radiographic and analytical expertise than the more complicated Marshall CT score (as well as another similar and highly correlated Rotterdam score). [4] In all three domains examined in this study -mortality, morbidity, and NSI -CCTST was found to be independently associated with each respective end-point. In terms of mortality and morbidity prediction, CCTST demonstrated synergistic relationship with both GCS and AISh. Finally, the only area where both GCS and AISh added no predictive value, but CCTST demonstrated a small amount of benefit, was the determination of need for NSI. Moreover, after removing traditionally "nonoperative" components from CCTST and reducing it to a core of traditional "operative" variables, the predictive ability of this modified score increased dramatically. This approach is somewhat similar to that introduced by Maas et al. [4] and yields similar results in terms of the improvement of clinical predictive ability of the derived score when compared to the primary score.
It is, therefore, consistent with previously published data that our CCTST variant modified for surgically-relevant "key findings" demonstrated a very good predictive ability for NSI [ Figure 4 ].
It has been demonstrated that the presence of a low GCS score (e.g., <8) is associated with poorer outcomes and has traditionally been used to guide clinical TBI management and NSI. [36] [37] [38] The paradigm presented in this manuscript builds on the existing framework by creating a potentially more reliable predictive system that capitalizes on unique synergies that may be present when CCTST, GCS, and AISh are used together. In addition, utilizing a subset of CCTST constituent variables that are most strongly associated with NSI (subdural hematoma, midline shift, brain edema, and epidural hematoma) may help guide surgical decision-making and operative management of patients with severe TBI. Given the above observations, it is reasonable to propose that in the era of near-universal acquisition of CCT in the setting of trauma, the use of CCTST seems both practical and cost-effective.
There are several important limitations of this study. First, its retrospective nature may be associated with biases. Second, ours is a single-center experience, and significant differences may be seen between different trauma institutions in terms of clinical approaches to TBI. Consequently, our findings may have limited generalizability pending further validation. Third, the relatively small sample size and observed effect sizes suggest that both GCS and AISh could potentially be independently associated with NSI if our comparison groups were larger. Fourth, individual provider patterns may have played a role in the choice of ultimate management strategy, with medical versus surgical management not being standardized over the entire study interval. This consideration is also important in the context of temporal bias, with substantial risk of bias due to evolving management strategies over the multiyear study duration period. However, it should be noted that differences between-and within-individual provider patterns are not unique to this institution. Of importance, CT imaging has evolved considerably over the 10-year period of the study. Nevertheless, the presence or absence of major findings would not be significantly affected by imaging granularity, and only very minor findings would be likely to be missed on early scans. Further limitations of CCT include phenomena such as "partial volume errors" and "beam hardening" artifacts, especially in the posterior fossa, temporal and frontal regions. [39] However, despite these potential limitations, CCT remains the ideal initial diagnostic choice in the acute trauma setting due to its widespread availability and very short acquisition times. This is especially critical when approaching ventilated, agitated, or unstable trauma patients. [39] CONCLUSION This study demonstrates that the number of discrete findings on CCT significantly correlates with key TBI outcome measures, including 30-day mortality, in-hospital morbidity, and the need for NSI. In general, our findings are well supported by previously published reports in this area of research. However, we believe that the simplicity of CCTST and the near-universal use of CCT make the paradigm presented herein highly attractive to the mainstream trauma practitioner without specialty training in advanced imaging. In addition, there seems to be a significant prognostic synergy when CCTST and GCS are used together with AISh (for mortality prediction) or NSI (for morbidity prediction). The CCTST is easy to calculate and this preliminary investigation of its predictive utility warrants further validation, focusing on exploring the potential for clinical prognostic synergy between CCTST, GCS, and AISh.
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